yet live on?
In the early 1960s the physicist John Bell dreamt up one of the most profound experimental tests ever imagined. While on sabbatical in the US on leave from CERN, he had been contemplating the weirdness of quantum mechanics, which predicts some especially strange outcomes in experiments with entangled particles. In an intuitive world, faraway events can't influence each other faster than the speed of light (what is known as "locality") and properties of objects have a definite value even if we don't measure them (what is known as "realism"). However, quantum theory makes different predictions from those one would expect from this "local realism", and Bell devised a form of experiment, now known as a Bell test, to check whether these theoretical implications translate to the real world.
For half a century, Bell tests showed that local realism doesn't hold up in the real worldsomething even the most senior of quantum physicists still struggle to grasp. But there remained two well-known loopholes in the tests that allowed us to hang on to the idea that the tests were flawed, and that the world does, after all, "make sense". Now, thanks to work by three separate research groups published in 2015, those loopholes have been closed, and the death of local realism is generally accepted.
However, some physicists are suggesting that there could be some even more obscure loopholes at play. The question therefore is: might local realism still be alive and kicking?
The quantum cake factory Quantum mechanics is famed among students, the public and academics alike for concepts that are difficult to get one's head around. Locality and realism are some of the worst offenders, as is the related concept of entanglement. Explaining entanglement to students and non-physicists usually needs quantum equations, knowledge of things such as photon polarizations, and abstract proofs that even graduate students find boring. So it was that at a conference one summer in the late 1990s, physicists Paul Kwiat and Lucien Hardy came up with a real-world analogy to explain the weirdness of entanglement without any maths, calling it "the mystery of the quantum cakes".
T he mystery of the quantum cakes
Lucy and Ricardo explore nonlocal correlations through quantum mechanically (non-maximally) entangled cakes. Because Ricardo's first cake (far right) rose early, Lucy's cake (far left) tastes good.
Here's the story as Kwiat, who is now my graduate adviser, told it to me. Imagine a bakery producing cakes for sale, and Lucy and Ricardo are inspectors testing the finished product. The bakery, shown in figure 1, is unusual because it has a kitchen with two doors, one on the left and one on the right, from which emerge conveyor belts (like the moving sidewalks at an airport).
Cakes are sent out on the conveyor belts in little ovens, and they finish baking as they travel to Lucy (on the left) and Ricardo (on the right). The cakes are sent out in pairs, so Lucy and Ricardo always get one at the same time.
There are two tests that Lucy and Ricardo can do on the cakes. They can open the oven while the cake is still baking to see if it has risen early or not. Or they can wait until it finishes baking and sample it to see if it tastes good. They can only do one of these tests on each cake -if they wait until it finishes baking to taste it, they lose the chance to check whether it rose early, and if they check partway through baking to see if it has risen early, they disturb the cake (maybe it's a soufflé) and they can't test whether it tastes good later. (These two mutually exclusive tests are an example of "non-commuting measurements", an important concept in quantum mechanics.)
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Lucy and Ricardo each flip coins to randomly choose which test to do for each of their cakes.
After testing cakes all morning, they then get together to compare their results. Because of the coin flips, sometimes they happened to do the same test on a pair of cakes and sometimes different tests. When they happened to do different tests, they notice a correlation: if Lucy's cake tasted good then Ricardo's always rose early, and vice versa. This isn't so strange -maybe the cakes are made from the same batter, and maybe batter that rises early always tastes good. Now, in the cases where they both happened to check the cake early, Lucy and Ricardo find that in 9% of those tests, both cakes had risen early. So how often should both cakes taste good, when they both waited to taste them? (Go on, try to work it out.)
The answer is at least 9% of the time, right? We know that when one cake rises early, the other always tastes good, so as they both rise early 9% of the time, both cakes should taste good at least as often as they both rise early. However, Lucy and Ricardo are surprised to find that both cakes never taste good. This seems impossible -and it is, for normal cakes -but if the pairs of cakes were in a particular entangled quantum state, it could happen! Of course, physicists can't really make entangled cakes (well, not yet), but they can make entangled photons and other particles with the same strange behaviour.
So why did we make the wrong prediction about how often both cakes must taste good? We assumed that random choices and outcomes on Lucy's side shouldn't affect what happens on Ricardo's side, and vice versa, and that whether the cakes will taste good or rise early was already determined when they were put in the ovens.
These seemingly obvious assumptions are together called local realism: the idea that all properties of a cake or a photon have a definite value even if we don't measure them (realism), and the assumption that faraway events can't influence each other, at least not faster than the speed of light (locality). In a local realistic world, both cakes have to taste good at least 9% of the time -nothing else makes sense. Observing fewer than 9% (or none at all) is evidence that at least one of the assumptions of local realism must be false.
This imaginary quantum bakery is a version of a Bell test -an experiment that can check whether or not we live in a local realistic world.
(Some physicists, notably Einstein, had already realized that entanglement seemed to defy local realism, but it was long thought to be a philosophical question about the interpretation of quantum theory rather than something to be tested in the lab.) In the half-century since Bell's discovery that local realism can be tested, the experiment he proposed has been carried out in dozens of labs around the world using entangled particles, most commonly photons.
Photons don't taste good or rise early, so instead physicists usually measure some other property, such as their polarization in two different measurement bases (horizontal/vertical and diagonal/anti-diagonal, for example). Like the two cake tests, these polarization measurements are "non-commuting". Using a particular entangled quantum state and measurement directions, the "quantum cakes" experiment has actually been performed in the lab and found precisely the same percentages as the story. Bell tests can use other entangled states, and there are many different mathematical conditions for violating local realism, but the idea is the same.
With some relatively simple optics equipment, undergraduates at the University of Illinois, US, can even do a Bell test in one afternoon for their modern physics lab.
Closing loopholes
Prior to 2015, every Bell test ever carried out was imperfect. Physicists weren't able to rule out every "loophole" that could allow local realism to still be true even though the experimental results seem to violate it.
The first loophole can appear if not every photon or cake is measured. In the quantum cakes story, we implied that every single pair of cakes There is one possibility that may be (Random fluctuations in the colour of the starlight were used as "coin flips" to decide which measurements to do on each pair of entangled photons.) In a Bell test using these random settings, the team did find a violation of local realism, and concluded that any pre-determined correlations must have been generated more than 600 years in the past. In principle, future experiments could use light from distant quasars to push this limit back millions or billions of years. These "cosmic" Bell tests are impressive experimental achievements, but they are still unable to eliminate the possibility that the local electronics used to measure the stellar photonswhich could have communicated in the much more recent past -could produce correlations, which may limit their usefulness. Ultimately, these conspiracy-minded loopholes may have to be abandoned as fundamentally untestable.
Does the world look different, post-loopholes?
Physicists have had decades to come to terms with the probable death of local realism, but it still seems like an obvious truth in daily life. That even unasked questions should have answers, and unmade measurements should have outcomes, is an unconscious assumption we make all the time.
We do it whenever we talk about what would have happened -like "When both cakes were found to rise early, they would have tasted good," which was key to our flawed reasoning about the quantum bakery -or even "If it didn't rain today I would have been on time for work." Local realistic thinking leads to wrong answers in quantum experiments. But entangled particles don't often appear in everyday life, so outside the lab -if we choose -we're probably OK to keep up the illusion of local realism.
